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Minutes for the Committee to Eliminate Homophobia and Heterosexism
November 22, 1996

In Attendance: Melissa Lovering, Marie Rudd, Al Lott, Adria Evans, Bill Bartels, Greta Cohen

1) General Announcements

* Cheryl Wheeler concert December 8, 1996, which is a Sunday, at Brown? Sorry the info. is kind of sketchy. I hope Adria has more insight to offer.

2) Approval of minutes

* minutes approved.

3) Symposium update

* April 1, 1997 SUED will be performing as part of our pre-symposium events
* Thursday March 21, 1997 Gay Men's Chorus of RI will perform at CCE. See Adria for more details.

4) Resource Brochure

Bill had an edited b/w copy of the brochure that looked great! We spent the rest of the hour discussing the content and deciding on a color for the brochure. Bill will bring in 4 brochures with the most wanted colors: lavender, peach, something in an electric for Al, and resume creme for Bill. HMMMMM what do you suppose Gary would like? Perhaps something in a lemon chiffon!!...............Peace Out